Abstract-Currently deployed grids gather together thousands of computational and storage resources for the benefit of a large community of scientists. However, the large scale, the wide geographical spread, and at times the decision of the rightful resource owners to commit the capacity elsewhere, raises serious resource availability issues. Little is known about the characteristics of the grid resource availability, and of the impact of resource unavailability on the performance of grids. In this work, we make first steps in addressing this twofold lack of information. First, we analyze a long-term availability trace and assess the resource availability characteristics of Grid'5000, an experimental grid environment of over 2,500 processors. The average utilization for the studied trace is increased by almost 5%, when availability is considered. Based on the results of the analysis, we further propose a model for grid resource availability. Our analysis and modeling results show that grid computational resources become unavailable at a high rate, negatively affecting the ability of grids to execute long jobs. Second, through trace-based simulation, we show evidence that resource availability can have a severe impact on the performance of the grid systems. The results of this step show evidence that the performance of a grid system can rise when availability is taken into consideration, and that human administration of availability change information results in 10-15 times more job failures than for an automated monitoring solution, even for a lowly utilized system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale computing environments, such as the current grids CERN LCG [1] , NorduGrid [2] , TeraGrid [3] and Grid'5000 [4] gather (tens of) thousands of resources for the use of an ever-growing scientific community. At such scale, a significant part of the system resources may be at any time out of the users' reach due to distributed resource ownership, scheduled maintenance, or unpredicted failures. Many of today's grids comprise computing resources grouped in clusters, whose owners may share them only for limited periods of time. Often, many of a grid's resources are removed by their owner from the system, either individually or as complete clusters, to serve other tasks and projects. Furthermore, grids encompass the problems of any large-scale computing environment, with the additional problem that their middleware is relatively immature, which increases further the resource unavailability rate. However, resource availability, and, most importantly, its impact on the performance of largescale computing environments have yet to be analyzed. To address this gap, in this work we answer two questions.
The first question we address is: What are the characteristics of the resource (un)availability in large-scale environments? In Section II, we present detailed availability results at the resource, the cluster, and the system levels. Several other studies characterize or model the availability of environments such as super-and multi-computers [5] , clusters of computers [6] , [7] , meta-computers (computers connected by a wide-area network, e.g., the Internet, also called desktop grids) [8] , [9] , and even peer-to-peer (filesharing) systems [10] , [11] . Our analysis is the first based on long-term availability traces from a multi-cluster grid environment. We further model four aspects of grid resource availability: the time when resource failures occur, the duration of a failure, the number of nodes affected by a failure, and the distribution of failures per cluster. The modeling results show that grid computational resources become unavailable at a high rate, and that nodes have rapidly increasing chances of failing with their uptime, negatively affecting the ability of grids to execute long jobs (even single-processor).
The second question we answer is: What is the performance impact of dynamic resource availability? We answer this question in Sections III and IV. First, we adapt traditional performance indicators, such as utilization for instance, to account for variable resource availability. Then, we show through trace-based simulation of a large-scale environment that the performance when taking into account availability is much better than when availability is not considered. In the first part of our simulations, we contrast the performance of a steady (available at all times) environment to that of a system in which resources fail. We continue our investigations by making various assumptions about the amount of availability information that is available to the resource manager, from perfect information to completely inaccurate. Our results also show that having more availability information is critical to achieve better system performance. During the experimental work for this part, we simulate Grid'5000 based on both workload and availability traces. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to combine real information for both the jobs and the computational resources of a grid, for simulation purposes.
II. RESOURCE AVAILABILITY IN LARGE-SCALE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS
In this section, we present an analysis of resource availability in a large-scale multi-cluster grid: Grid'5000 [4] . Grid'5000 is an experimental grid platform consisting of 9 sites (grid VO) geographically distributed in France. Each site comprises one or several clusters, for a total number of 15 clusters and over 2,500 processors. Each cluster is made of a set of bi-processors nodes. Figure 1 shows the structure of Grid'5000. The number of processors per cluster is valid for 12 December, 2006. c1   128   c2   128   c3   198   c4   64   c5   196   c6   114   c7   210   c8   112   c9   112   c10   138   c11   206   c12   64   Grid'5000   --------c13   92   c14   684   -c15   146 Site-A A. Workload data analysis We have analyzed availability traces recorded by all batch schedulers handling Grid'5000 clusters (OAR [12] ), from midmay 2005 to mid-November 2006. Altogether, this trace is made of more than half million of individual events that occurs on nodes. Each event in the trace represents a change in the status of nodes: either a node becomes available or unavailable. Note that most clusters of Grid'5000 were made available during the first half of 2005. However, availability information were only activated across the grid platform after mid-may 2005. In addition, note that we filter out from the trace the impact of the reconfiguration system used in Grid'5000, which allows to reboot a set of nodes. In Table I , we summarize the content of the considered availability trace in this work, and the corresponding workload trace for this period. We refer the reader to the Grid Workloads Archive [13] for more details about the workload trace of Grid'5000.
In the remainder of this section, we first perform an analysis at grid and clusters level, that is by considering nodes from the whole platform and restricted to a specific cluster, respectively. Then, we perform an analysis at nodes level, that is considering all nodes across platform. The difference being that an node level analysis shows values of metrics for individual nodes, whereas a grid level analysis show values for the platform considered as a single entity. Figure 2 shows the availability of resources in Grid'5000, at a grid level 1 . In average, resource availability in Grid'5000 at this level is 69% (±11.4 2 ), with a maximum of 92% and a minimum of 35%. The mean time between failures (MTBF) of the environment is of 744±2631 seconds, that is around 12 minutes. Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the different values of this MTBF for Grid'5000. At a cluster level, resource availability varies from 39% up to 98% across the 15 clusters. The average MTBF for all clusters is 18404±13848 seconds, so around 5 hours. As expected, this value is much higher than the MTBF at the grid level.
At a node level, our analysis shows that in average a node fails 228 times (for a trace that spans over 548 days). However, some nodes fail only once or even never according to our 1 May 2005 is not shown as availability information of clusters are starting to be recorded at different date during this month.
2 ± stands for standard deviation. results. Figure 4 shows the CDF of the number of unavailability (also called failures in the remainder of the paper) and availability events, per node, for all nodes of Grid'5000. We define the duration of a failure as the time elapsed between the occurrence of the failure, and the recovery of the resource affected by the failure. Note that our definition is similar to that of recovery time used in [14] or of time-to-repair used in [5] , [7] . We define in a similar way the duration of an availability. The average availability duration of a node is 161315±113678 seconds (45 hours), whereas the average failure duration is of 51375±48267 seconds (14 hours). In both case, the value for the standard deviation is quite high: it is almost equals to its associated value. Note that for the failure duration, values may include night hours during which administrators of sites of a grid are not available. Furthermore, some node failures may require, for instance, a processor or a memory slot to be replaced, adding delays to this failure duration. We define the inter-arrival time of availabilities/failures, at the node level, as the time between two consecutive availability/failure events on the same node. The average inter-arrival time of availabilities/failures is 212848±121122 seconds (59 hours).
In addition to this analysis at node level, we also performed an analysis of the potential patterns for (un)availability events. Figure 5 shows the daily and weekly patterns for these events, in terms of number of events. Our results show a similar results as for the patterns of jobs: a daily peak during day hours (from 8am to 8pm) and a weekly pattern, less events occurring during weekends. In addition, we can clearly see the impact of the increasing size of Grid'5000 between 2005 and 2006 and, more importantly, the increase in its utilization.
Finally, we have also investigated the notion of groups of unavailabilities, which we called correlated failures. We define T S(·) a function that returns the time stamp of an event. We therefore define correlated failures, with time parameter ∆, as a set of failures (ordered according to increasing event time), in which for any two successive failures E and F , T S(F ) ≤ T S(E) + ∆. In short, we are interested to know how a single failure (either a node or a set of nodes) can affect other nodes? Note that we do not take into account the origin of the cluster for an individual failure to build a correlated failure. In our analysis, we vary ∆ from 1 to 3600 seconds. However, we selected ∆ = 60s as: 1) results for previous ∆ (1, 10 and 30 seconds) show similar results and 2) this value is twice a commonly used value for timeout/delays in network operations (30 seconds). Figure 6 shows the CDF of the size of correlated failures for ∆ = 60s. Our analysis shows that in average the size of a correlated failure is 11.0±21.0, with a maximum of 339. This latter value is little less than the size of the largest cluster, which is made of 342 nodes. To confirm this value, we have analyzed the number of sites involved in a correlated failure. In average, this value is indeed of 1.06±0 with a maximum of 3 (for ∆ = 60s), that is to say that correlated failures generally do not expand beyond a site. To conclude about correlated failures, note that the number of correlated failures is 7473, for a total of around 85k failure events. Therefore, correlated failures represents less than 30% of the total number of failures events in the trace (around 300k).
B. Availability Model
In this section, we build a model for resource availability in multi-cluster grids. Our model considers four aspects: 1) the time when resource failures occur, 2) the duration of a failure, 3) the number of nodes affected by a failure and 4) the distribution of failures per cluster. Compared to traditional resource availability models [5] , [15] , [7] , ours adds the necessary link between the failures and the clusters where they occur. We begin by summarizing the basic statistical properties illustrated in the previous section. Table II shows the minimum, maximum, mean, and median values, and, for completion, the 1 st and the 3 rd quantiles of the availability Grid'5000 trace. The results for inter-arrival time and for size (rows A and C, respectively), show that the ratio between the mean and the median is relatively homogeneous across clusters. This indicates that a single distribution parameters (with the exception of scale) could be used across all clusters for a good fit with the inter-arrival time data and with the size data, respectively. Depending on the ratio between the mean and the median of the duration of failures, there are two main classes of clusters: class 1 with a ratio of about 1:1 (clusters c1 and c8), and class 2 with a ratio of about 1:6-9 (the remaining clusters). This may indicate the need for separate distributions for each of the classes, or for a distribution with more degrees of freedom, e.g., hyper-exponential or hypergamma. However, class 1 contains only clusters where only few jobs have been submitted over the duration considered for this study. Therefore, we choose to disregard this class, and use a single distribution to model the failure duration.
We first perform a graphical analysis of fitting the availability data. This allows us to eliminate from the modeling process the distributions which clearly do not fit to the data. Figure 7(b) shows the graphical analysis of the fit between the CDF of the logarithm of failure duration, for one cluster. The Weibull, log-normal and even normal distributions look promising. We therefore select for detailed model fitting the normal, the log-normal, the Weibull, and the gamma distributions.
We now attempt to fit statistical distributions to our availability data. We use the following distributions: normal, lognormal, exponential, Weibull and gamma. For details regarding each of these distributions, e.g., their probability and their CDFs, we refer to [16] . We fit the above mentioned distributions using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method. Then, we perform goodness-of-fit tests to assess the quality of the fitting for each distribution, and to establish a best fit for each of the model parameters. For each distribution d, we formulate the hypothesis that the Grid'5000 availability data comes from the distribution d, whose parameters are found during the fitting process (the null-hypothesis of the goodness-of-fit test). We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test [17] ) for testing the null-hypothesis. The KS-test statistic, D, estimates the maximal distance between the CDF of the empirical distribution of the input data, and that of the theoretical distribution. The null-hypothesis is rejected if the D is greater than the critical value obtained from the KS-test table. The KS-test is robust in outcome (i.e., the value of the D statistic is not affected by scale changes, like using logarithmic values). The KS-test has the advantage over other traditional goodness-of-fit tests, like the t-test or the chi-square test, of making no assumption about the distribution of data 3 . The KS-test can disprove the null-hypothesis, but cannot prove it. However, a lower value of D indicates better similarity and a higher degree of similarity between the input data and data sampled from the theoretical distributions. We use this latter property to select the best fits. We find that the best fits for the inter-arrival time between failures, the duration of a failure, and the number of nodes affected by a failure, are the Weibull, Log-Normal, and Weibull, respectively. Table III shows the parameter values of the best fit of the best model for the Grid'5000 availability data per cluster and for the overall system, respectively. The results for inter-arrival time between consecutive failures are alarming: the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution is (high) above 1, which indicates an increasing hazard rate function (the frequency with which a system or component fails, provided that it has survived so far [14] ). This indicates that the longer a computing node stays in the system, the higher the probability of the node's failure, preventing long jobs from finishing. To complete the model, we need to decide where should a new failure occur. We consider for this the fraction f s of failures occurring at site s, from the total number of failures occurring in the system. Table IV shows the number of failures and the f s value 4 , per site. This model assumes that there exists no correlation between the occurrence of failures at different sites. Since the sites are located and administered separately, and the network between them has numerous redundant paths, we see no evidence to consider otherwise. Figure 8 depicts the process of generating resource failure data using our proposed availability model. For each new failure, the cluster, and the moment of arrival, the duration, and the size, are generated using the distributions and the parameter values from Tables IV and III, respectively. If needed, the site where the failure occurs can be generated using the f s parameter values from Table IV. C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9  C10  C11  C12  C13  C14  C15  Failures  13003 25432 25892  4749  8222  5750  34546  2876  5349  2161  12901  1123  21131  123353 
III. PERFORMANCE DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we define and analyze the performance of a large-scale system when the dynamic availability of resources is or is not considered. Our results show that there is a big difference in the performance of the two cases, which prompts the investigation in Section IV.
A. Performance Metrics
The evaluation of grid performances depends on many factors, amongst which the system's architecture, the workload, and also the system's and the user's objectives. For instance, resource providers may have as objective to maximize the number of jobs completed for a specific user. Another possibility is to maximize the utilization of the whole system. Similarly, users may have as objective completing as many jobs during a fixed time interval, or seeing the jobs being started with as little waiting time as possible. Several metrics have been traditionally used as a de-facto performance indicator of a grid, as they have often contrary impact on the performance of a system. However, in lack of availabilityaware performance metrics, the performance results of systems with highly dynamic availability, e.g., grids, cannot be compared with those for other systems. This is especially true with the results of the cluster computing and of parallel production environments communities. We propose in the remainder of this section five availability-aware performance metrics, each adapted from a traditional metric.
First, we consider utilization, which is defined as the percentage of resources consumed by the system users, from the total resources present in the system, over a period of time. The ideal utilization value is 100%. However, due to resource fragmentation and other reasons, a utilization of 60-70% is considered high for systems that run parallel jobs [18] . For large-scale systems in which resources are not always available, computing utilization raises major practical difficulties, as the resource availability is usually not rigorously and accurately recorded.
We also consider the traditional metrics of wait time and response time. Note that in multi-cluster environments, jobs may spend time in several levels of queues, and computing the actual wait time of a job becomes a non-trivial task.
Finally, we consider the normalized throughput and the normalized goodput metrics. The throughput traditionally characterizes the number of jobs finished during a time interval, e.g., one day. Higher throughput values are considered better. The goodput characterizes the amount of resources consumed by all jobs towards their completion (this excludes the amount of time spent waiting in queues or for data to arrive). In both cases, in order to be able to compare grids of different sizes, we normalize these metrics, that is, we divide them by the number of processors in the system.
B. Models of Availability Information
The performance of a grid resource manager depends on the availability of the resources it manages. However, it is not the actual availability of computing nodes, but the information regarding it that the resource managers have to use. We therefore introduce below four models of grid availability information, from complete lack of to perfect:
1. Systems with Steady Availability (SA). This model assumes that all resources are online at all time. Many resource management results are readily available for these steady systems [19] , [20] . 2. Systems with Known Availability (KA).
This model assumes a system with dynamic resource availability. However, the information regarding availability is perfect (complete and on-time). We are interested to understand what is the impact of perfect availability information on grid performance.
Systems Automated Monitoring of Availability (AMA).
This model assumes a system with dynamic resource availability. It also assumes that the most recent resource availability information is available from a monitoring system, which samples periodically the grid for individual computing nodes' availability.
If the monitoring period is high, the monitoring information can be stale; if it is low, the monitoring overhead is unbearable for the grid. We are interested to understand what is the impact of the information staleness.
Systems with Human Monitoring of Availability (HMA).
This model is similar to the AMA model, but assumes that the availability information is provided by the (human) system administrator at fixed, but relatively large intervals: 1 week or 1 month for instance. We are interested to understand what is the impact of human intervention.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first present our experimental setup for our simulation. Then, we present our results for the previously introduced metrics (see section III-A) with our different models of availability information (see section III-B).
A. Experimental Setup
We have developed a custom trace-driven discrete event simulator which operates under the assumptions of identical processors for all grid nodes, and of FCFS policy for each cluster. We have simulated the Grid'5000 [4] platform, as shown by Figure 1 , based on its availability trace (see section II-A) as well as the associated job trace during this period(June 2005 until October 2006). The workload trace is the GWA-T-2 from the Grid Workload Archive [13] .
In our simulations, jobs may fail due to two reasons. First, a job fails when the scheduler has inaccurate information about the number of available (i.e., alive) processors in the system. Therefore, the scheduler wrongly considers that there are enough number of idle processors for the job. We call this situation a job submission failure. Second, a job fails when at least one processor used by this job crashes. We call this situation a job execution failure. We do not consider jobs that can cope with this situation. The time that the failed job has spent on used processors is taken into consideration for our performance analysis.
B. Results
Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) present the comparison of utilization, throughput and goodput-cpu time, respectively, in a system with steady availability (SA) and in a system with known availability (KA). As one may expect, the performance of all metrics, when taking into account availability information, is much better, compared to the case where it is not (see Table V for average values). The reason behind this is obviously that a more precise number of resources are taking into account by schedulers, leading to less job submission failures.
Further, we compare the performance results of two systems with automated monitoring of availability (AMA), with sampling rates of 60 seconds and 1 hour respectively. The first sampling rate reflects a real grid monitoring setting (e.g. Ganglia [21] for instance), whereas the second one represents a reasonably long sampling rate. Table V shows that different monitoring intervals do not lead to any relative performance degradation on the considered metrics. This can be interpreted as, in a system with considered resource availability characteristics and under low utilization, submission failures do not have a large impact of the performance of a grid. Moreover, we can also claim that resource failures do not cause that many job failures when the utilization of the system is low (see Table VI ). As the comparison results are similar with KA (see Table V ), we do not present the related graphs.
Figures 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c) present the comparison of utilization, throughput and goodput-cpu time in a system with human monitoring of availability (HMA). Intervals are set to 1-week and 1-month. Note, that we only plot the two months period where the differences are the more visible. Figures show that for the considered metrics, 1-week and 1-month intervals give similar results. However, note that considering fixed values for resource availability degrades the performance, compared to results obtained using other models.
Table VI presents the number of job completions and failures. The results imply that the HMA model leads to more job submission failures compared to the AMA model (see the job submission failure differences between these 2 models in Table VI ). Of course, in a real system monitoring has the drawback of network overhead. However, our results also imply that with relatively long monitoring intervals, which would pose relatively low overhead on the network, same performance values can be attained. In addition, Table VI shows that the number of job submission failures is 10 to 15 times higher than the number of job execution failures. Thus, more work is required to overcome this limitation of current schedulers.
V. RELATED WORK
There exists a large number of studies that have considered the characteristics of system and workload (component) failures ( [5] , [10] , [11] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [22] ). From these, many refer to the systems of up to early 1990s ( [15] , [5] ), are based on data sets spanning at most a few months ([8] , [9] ) or do not attempt to investigate the impact of these failures on the performance of their originating systems ( [15] , [10] , [9] , [22] ). Similarly to this work, the studies in [23] , [10] , [11] , [8] , [9] , [22] consider uncorrelated failures. Other studies have shown that for some systems there exist bursts of failures ( [15] , [5] , [7] ). Our work combines these approaches by analyzing errors at different levels of resource aggregation, e.g., from individual resource to complete grid. Only a few analyze systems of size ( [22] ) and purpose ( [6] , [7] , [8] , [22] ) similar to the ones presented in this study.
The study most closely related to ours is [7] , which analyze the node (un)availability through CPU failure, and its implication on the performance of large-scale clusters. Through simulation, and using a parallel production environment workload, they assess that the most important factor affecting performance is the failures arrival rate, which increases dramatically the job response time, and the work overhead.
Also closely related, [6] and [8] analyze the availability of desktop grids. They also give evidence that the performance of such a kind of system is around 70% of that of a cluster composed from equivalent resources, when the workload comprises parallel and sequential jobs, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
Currently deployed grids gather together thousands of computational and storage resources for the benefit of a large community of scientists. However, the large scale, the middleware immaturity, and at times the decision of the rightful resource owners to commit the capacity elsewhere, raise important resource availability issues. In this work, we have make first steps in analysis the scale and the characteristics of resource availability in grids.
First, we have analyzed a long-term resource availability trace from a multi-cluster grid, Grid'5000. Our analysis shows that the resource availability in grids varies greatly. We find that the MTBF is high: around 12 minutes at grid level, 5 hours at cluster level, and around 2 days per computing node. The duration of the computing nodes failures is 14 hours. We further find that when a failure occurs, it affects on average 10 or more computing nodes.
Second, we have created a grid resource availability model, which considers the time when resource failures occur, the duration of a failure, the number of nodes affected by a failure, and the distribution of failures per grid cluster. The results for the inter-arrival time between failures are alarming: the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution, our best fit, indicates an increasing hazard rate with strong effects on the ability of grids to execute long jobs (even single-processor).
Third, we have analyzed the performance impact of dynamic resource availability in grids. We have considered four resource managers with different levels of resource availability information, and we have simulated their use in Grid'5000, based on real traces for both the resource availability and the workload. Our simulations show that: considering resource availability is important when assessing the performance of a grid, and that human monitoring and intervention of the system leads to 10 times more job failures (both submission and execution) than that of an automated alternative.
As future work, we would like first to validate our resource unavailability model using other traces, especially as the Grid'5000 platform targets special use cases 5 . We also plan to investigate the effect of varying resource availability characteristics in the model, e.g., the interarrival time between consecutive failure for instance, on the system performance. Finally, to extend our contribution, we plan to study how our results can be applied to other large-scale computing environments, and in particular for parallel production environments.
